Introduction {#sec1}
============

Somatostatin (SOM) is a 14 amino acid neuropeptide originally identified as somatotropin release-inhibiting factor in the hypothalamus ([@bib7]). It is distributed widely in the brain and is coreleased with amino acid neurotransmitters. Under normal conditions, SOM is exclusively expressed in cortical GABAergic interneurons ([@bib64]). In the hippocampal CA1 area, at least five distinct neuron types express SOM ([@bib4; @bib12; @bib36; @bib39]) and some SOM-expressing GABAergic cell types also project to extrahippocampal areas ([@bib26; @bib33]), including the entorhinal cortex in the mouse ([@bib52]). All of these neurons probably release SOM and GABA within the dendritic domain of pyramidal cells and also innervate other interneurons ([@bib26; @bib33; @bib36]). Some interneurons, including the bistratified cells, also express neuropeptide tyrosine (NPY), a powerful inhibitor of glutamate release ([@bib13]). Taken together, it appears that the primary role of SOM-expressing interneurons is the regulation of dendritic inputs and signal integration. Indeed, the bistratified cell was recently shown to be a key controller of pyramidal cell output in vitro ([@bib45; @bib46]).

The SOM-expressing bistratified and O-LM cell types in the CA1 area have nonoverlapping axonal arbors and are each selectively associated with one of the major glutamatergic inputs to pyramidal cells. Bistratified cells innervate the dendritic zones of pyramidal cells receiving input from the CA3 area ([@bib9]), whereas O-LM cells innervate the entorhinal input zone ([@bib51]). Both cell types coexpress parvalbumin (PV), a calcium-binding protein that is also expressed by axoaxonic cells and one type of basket cell ([@bib38; @bib39]). Axoaxonic cells exclusively target axon initial segments and PV+ basket cells target proximal dendrites and somata; both release GABA but do not express SOM or NPY. The firing patterns of hippocampal interneurons are highly dependent on the network state, such as theta oscillations during movement or large-amplitude irregular network activity during sleep ([@bib10; @bib20; @bib55; @bib59]). Drug-free behavior-dependent firing patterns of some identified cell types have been determined recently in freely moving rats (ivy cells, PV+ basket cells; [@bib41]) and in head-fixed mice (O-LM cells, PV+ basket cells; [@bib73]), although for O-LM cells this did not include sleep. The firing patterns of identified bistratified cells in drug-free animals are unknown. We have recorded the firing of two distinct types of dendrite-targeting neuron in freely moving rats to test the hypothesis that differences in the axonal terminations of SOM-expressing cells are associated with different firing patterns under natural awake behavior and sleep. This required the recording and labeling of SOM-expressing interneurons in freely moving rats using the juxtacellular labeling technique to identify the cells and enabled us to quantitatively dissect the firing dynamics of these cells and compare them to PV+ basket cells ([@bib41]), which target a different subcellular domain of pyramidal cells.

Results {#sec2}
=======

We have recorded the firing patterns of single interneurons using a glass electrode during periods of sleep, movement, and quiet wakefulness. Then, we either moved the electrode into a juxtacellular position or sometimes the cells spontaneously drifted close to the electrode, which made it possible to attempt labeling the cells with neurobiotin for identification of cell types. The labeled cells were assessed by immunofluorescence microscopy and tested for the presence of various molecules, including SOM and NPY. Nine identified interneurons (n = 9 rats, one cell each) were immunopositive for SOM, NPY, or both when tested by immunofluorescence microscopy and showed dendritic and axonal arborizations similar to previously described bistratified and O-LM cells ([@bib9; @bib51]). The recording sites were distributed over an area of 1.7 × 1.4 mm along the rostrocaudal and mediolateral axes ([Figure S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}A available online).

Network Relationships of Bistratified and O-LM Cells {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------

Somata of bistratified cells (n = 4/5 recovered) were located in the vicinity of pyramidal cell somata ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and [S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}A and S1C), had mainly radially oriented dendritic trees (n = 3/5 recovered; see exception [Figure S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}C), and axon collaterals distributed in strata oriens and radiatum (n = 3/5 recovered). The axonal extent of a well-labeled cell was large ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A), reaching 2.4 mm mediolaterally and 1.7 mm rostrocaudally, confirming previous results obtained in vivo ([@bib39]). Somata (n = 4/4 tested) were immunopositive for NPY ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and [S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}E) and parvalbumin (PV), the latter also expressed in dendrites and axon ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and [S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}D; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). From the fifth interneuron (TV30d), we have only recovered some PV-immunopositive dendrites and the axon, which showed the characteristic bistratified distribution. These two features identified the cell as a bistratified cell. Somata were immunopositive for SOM (n = 3/4 tested; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@bib39]), the metabotropic glutamate receptor type 1 alpha (mGluR1α; n = 1/2 tested), and one expressed the transcription factor Satb1 (n = 1/3 tested; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). All three tested bistratified neurons had somatic and dendritic membranes enriched in tyrosine-protein kinase receptor ErbB4 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D).

Cell bodies and horizontal spiny dendrites of recorded O-LM cells were in stratum oriens (n = 4/4 recovered; [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A and [S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}A). The main axons (n = 3/4 recovered) originated from dendrites and projected into stratum lacunosum moleculare branching into a dense plexus ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). From one O-LM cell (LK01ab), the axon was not recovered because of weak labeling. Somata (n = 4/4 tested) were immunopositive for SOM ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B), and dendritic and somatic membranes were enriched in mGluR1α ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D) and decorated by metabotropic glutamate receptor type 7a (mGluR7a)-immunopositive boutons (4/4 tested; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Three out of four tested O-LM cells were immunopositive for PV ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C), and three were immunopositive for the zinc finger protein transcription factor Fog-2 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). Two O-LM cells tested for extracellular leucine-rich repeat fibronectin-containing protein type 1 (Elfn1) were immunopositive ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F). None of the tested O-LM cells expressed calbindin or NPY ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The axon of one reconstructed O-LM cell ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A) had a mediolateral extent of 0.6 mm and a rostrocaudal extent of 1.1 mm.

Although the horizontal axonal extent of O-LM and bistratified cells are similar, their transmitter-releasing terminals are nearly completely separated in different layers, suggesting interactions with different glutamatergic inputs to pyramidal cells on segregated membrane domains. In order to compare their firing ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), we segmented the spike time series according to different behavioral states based on quantitative parameters ([@bib41]). These were extracted from motion tracking and local field potential (LFP) measurements in the cortex and in the hippocampus ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E, 1F, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}G, and 2H). For O-LM cells, which are known to generate dendritic spikes ([@bib48]), we cannot identify the origin of the spikes recorded.

Firing Rates and Interspike Interval Distributions of Bistratified, O-LM, and PV+ Basket Cells during Movement and Sleep {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have analyzed the activity of PV+ and neuropeptide-expressing bistratified and O-LM cells in relation to the reported activity of PV+ basket cells ([@bib41]), which do not express any known neuropeptide. In particular, our aim was to compare the spike timing of these three cell types and the influence of movement and sleep ([Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [S3](#app2){ref-type="sec"}).

We have found that behavioral states have differential effects on the firing rates of bistratified (n = 5), O-LM (n = 4), and PV+ basket (n = 5; [@bib41]) cells (repeated-measures ANOVA, F~2,10~ = 4.81, p = 0.0343 for the interaction between the factors cell type and behavioral state; [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and [Tables 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). During sleep, the mean firing rate of bistratified and PV+ basket cells was significantly higher by 16.9 and 19.2 Hz, respectively, than that of O-LM cells (t(10) = 2.35, p = 0.0407, for bistratified cells; t(10) = 2.75, p = 0.0204, for PV+ basket cells). As confirmed by their interspike interval (ISI) distributions ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B and [S3](#app2){ref-type="sec"}), bistratified cells fired most frequently with high instantaneous frequency (IF) (5--12 Hz, 7.5%; 12--30 Hz, 11.9%; 30--100 Hz, 36.4%; 100--250 Hz, 35.1%), in contrast to O-LM cells, which showed IFs more often in the theta and beta ranges (5--12 Hz, 25.5%; 12--30 Hz, 25.3%; 30--100 Hz, 29.9%; 100--250 Hz, 8.8%).

During movement ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B and [S3](#app2){ref-type="sec"}), the largest proportion of ISIs of both bistratified (42.2%) and O-LM (50.4%) cells corresponded to the gamma frequency range of firing (30--100 Hz). Bistratified cells (29.2%), but not O-LM cells (5.2%), frequently fired with ISIs shorter than 10 ms (IF \> 100 Hz). Furthermore, the mean firing rate of bistratified and O-LM cells was higher during movement as compared to sleep, by 25.1% and 75.6%, respectively. In contrast, the mean firing rate of PV+ basket cells was lower by 22.9% during movement as compared to sleep. However, none of these apparent differences in firing rates within cell types between movement and sleep states were statistically significant ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, repeated-measures ANOVA, post hoc pairwise comparisons, p \> 0.05) due to the large cell-to-cell variability in the data. There was no difference in the mean firing rates between the three cell types during movement ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A) or during quiet wakefulness ([Table S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}).

Differential Involvement of Neuropeptide-Expressing Interneurons in Hippocampal Rhythmic Network Events {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rhythmic network activities emerge from the cooperative activity of specialized neuronal assemblies. We have segmented our LFP measurements into epochs of distinct oscillatory network states during different behaviors. We have detected theta oscillations (5--12 Hz; [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}G) during movement, sharp wave-associated ripples (SWRs; 130--230 Hz; [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}H, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A, and 5B) during sleep and wakefulness, and low oscillatory periods (LOSC), which are often associated with state transitions ([@bib41]).

Bistratified (n = 5), O-LM (n = 4), and PV+ basket cells (n = 5; [@bib41]) fired with variable rates during theta oscillations, SWRs, and LOSC (repeated-measures ANOVA, F~4,21~ = 22.27, p \< 0.0001 for the interaction between the factors cell type and network oscillatory state; [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and [Tables 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). During SWRs, the mean firing rates of bistratified and PV+ basket cells were higher by 94.6 Hz and 109.6 Hz, respectively, than that of O-LM cells (t(21) = 8.75, p \< 0.0001, for bistratified cells; t(21) = 10.14, p \< 0.0001, for PV+ basket cells). During SWRs, bistratified cells mostly fired above 100 Hz discharging with ISIs (67.0% of n = 1,486) of 4 to 10 ms ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C), whereas a much smaller proportion (33.8%) of O-LM cell ISIs (n = 86) corresponded to the \>100 Hz frequency range.

During theta oscillations ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C), both bistratified and O-LM cells fired frequently (41.4% and 44.2%, respectively) within the gamma frequency range corresponding to ISIs of 10 to 33 ms. This resulted in a significant (73.3%) drop in the mean firing rate of bistratified cells (t(21) = 7.45, p \< 0.0001), and a 55.7% increase in the firing rate of O-LM cells, as compared to firing rates during SWRs. The firing rates of both cell types were similar during LOSC ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C) to their respective rates during theta oscillations. No differences were found in mean firing rates between cell types during theta periods or during LOSC ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}; repeated-measures ANOVA, post hoc pairwise comparisons).

Changes in Spike Timing in Correlation with Network Oscillations {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------

As a potential predictor of neuropeptide release, we have detected action potential burst patterns by bistratified (n = 5) and O-LM cells (n = 4), defined as at least three consecutive action potentials of ISIs, each ≤12 ms occurring during individual SWRs or individual theta oscillatory cycles. Bistratified cells fired such bursts ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E, 1F, and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A) during 55.2% ± 4.7% of events (mean ± SEM) overall, significantly more (repeated-measures ANOVA, F~1,7~ = 56.24, p = 0.0001, for the factor cell type) than O-LM cells ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}G, 2H, and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B), which rarely emitted such bursts (2.7% ± 5.2%). This difference in the probability of bursting between bistratified and O-LM cells was independent of the network oscillatory event (see [Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}). Similar differences were also revealed when testing for the occurrence of four consecutive action potentials, each ISI ≤ 12 ms.

Additionally, bistratified cells fired such bursts of three action potentials more frequently (2.8 ± 0.7 Hz; mean ± SEM) than O-LM cells (0.4 ± 0.7 Hz) during both movement and sleep (repeated-measures ANOVA, F~1,7~ = 5.90, p = 0.0455 for the factor cell type; [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [Figure S2](#app2){ref-type="sec"}), suggesting that bistratified cells are more likely to release neuropeptides than O-LM cells during both movement and sleep. Thus, O-LM cells may be more selective in their release of SOM compared to bistratified cells during different behaviors.

Temporal Structure in Interneuron Firing during Theta and Ripple Oscillations {#sec2.5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The spike timing of interneurons relative to the phase of ongoing theta cycles is informative of their postsynaptic effects on pyramidal cells, which fire with highest probability, on average, at the trough of theta oscillations ([@bib10]). We observed that the two SOM-expressing interneurons also fired strongly phase-coupled to the trough of theta oscillations recorded in strata pyramidale or oriens ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The mean theta phases of bistratified (2.4° ± 19.4°, mean angle ± angular deviation; n = 5) and O-LM (341.6° ± 10.1°; n = 4) cells did not differ (p = 0.1508, permutation test \[[@bib71]\], difference 20.8°). The mean strength of phase coupling (r = 0.33, for both) was also similarly high (p = 1, permutation test, difference 0.0009) for the two cell types ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, the pooled phase angle and coupling strength of bistratified and O-LM interneurons differed (permutation tests, mean phase difference, 64.4°; p = 0.005; mean strength of phase coupling difference 0.1685, p = 0.0315) from those reported for PV+ basket cells (n = 5; mean angle = 288.5° ± 44.4°, mean r = 0.15; [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B; [@bib41]).

Next, we have investigated the firing dynamics of bistratified and O-LM cells during SWRs recorded either during sleep or wakefulness. Bistratified cells increased their firing rate strongly during SWRs ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A and 5D). In contrast, O-LM cells were mostly silent during SWRs ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B and 5E). Repeated-measures ANOVA (F~1,5~ = 7.64, p = 0.0396 for the interaction between the factors cell type and behavioral state) showed that bistratified cells (n = 5) fired significantly more spikes per SWR than O-LM cells (n = 4) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C and [Tables 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}) during both sleep (t(5) = 7.0, p = 0.0009, mean difference 4.6) and wakefulness (t(5) = 5.62, p = 0.0025, mean difference 3.4). Moreover, O-LM, but not bistratified, cells had higher SWR-related spike counts during wakefulness compared to sleep (t(5) = 3.62, p = 0.0152, mean difference 1.3, for O-LM cells; t(5) = −0.5, p = 0.6410, mean difference 0.9, for bistratified cells; see also [Tables 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}).

The firing probability of bistratified cells was higher during SWRs than during periods of ±0.5 s before and after SWRs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). The firing rate during SWRs was two to six times higher (cumulative distribution functions, CDFs, p \< 0.05 for n = 4 cells during sleep; p \< 0.05 for n = 4 cells during wakefulness; [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F and [S4](#app2){ref-type="sec"}A and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) than expected from the activity outside SWR time periods. In contrast, O-LM cells did not change their average firing probability during SWRs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E). However, we have observed decreased or rarely increased firing rates during individual SWRs; and individual O-LM cells also slightly but significantly changed firing rates during SWRs in either direction (e.g., LK13k). During wakefulness, the firing rate during SWRs was significantly lower for one O-LM cell and higher for the other three cells than during sleep-SWRs (CDFs p \< 0.05 for n = 4 cells; [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}G and [S4](#app2){ref-type="sec"}B and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). During sleep-SWRs, the mean rates were significantly decreased for two cells and increased for one cell (CDFs, p \< 0.05 for n = 3 cells; [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}G and [S4](#app2){ref-type="sec"}B and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Our results demonstrate that SOM and GABA are released to distinct dendritic zones of CA1 pyramidal cells during sleep and awake states by bistratified and O-LM cells, differentially coordinating inputs from CA3 and entorhinal cortex, respectively. Both cell types activate postsynaptic GABA~A~ receptors on pyramidal cell dendrites ([@bib9; @bib47]).

Modulatory Actions of Neuropeptides {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------

Dendritic integration in pyramidal cell dendrites is nonlinear and involves voltage-dependent conductances ([@bib44; @bib65; @bib69]). The synergistic effects of SOM released by O-LM and bistratified cells and NPY released by bistratified cells are likely to regulate dendritic electrogenesis via pre- and postsynaptic receptors at a slower timescale than GABA. As peptide release is facilitated by high-frequency firing ([@bib72]), such firing may predict peptidergic effects in physiological activity. The much higher frequency of burst firing by bistratified compared to O-LM cells, during movement and sleep, suggests that the CA3 input is under stronger peptidergic inhibition than the entorhinal input. Indeed, SOM ([@bib70]) and NPY ([@bib13]) inhibit excitatory currents evoked by Schaffer collaterals ([@bib5; @bib70]), and Y2 receptors are negatively coupled to N-type calcium channels on CA3 pyramidal cell terminals ([@bib66]). The calcium-dependent SOM release mechanism from O-LM cells probably requires fewer spikes and at lower frequencies compared to bistratified cells, as O-LM cells burst less frequently. Somatostatin receptors sst2R, sst3R, and sst4R are highly expressed by hippocampal and entorhinal glutamatergic neurons ([@bib8; @bib18; @bib61; @bib62]). In the entorhinal termination zone, sst2R immunoreactivity was described on terminals ([@bib18]), possibly mediating the presynaptic inhibitory effect of O-LM cells. The sst3R knockout mice show impaired object-recognition memories ([@bib21]). Somatostatin can augment the voltage-sensitive noninactivating K+ M-current (I-M) ([@bib54]) and increase a K+ leak current ([@bib63]) mediated by sst4R ([@bib58]). Bistratified cells are likely candidates for the activation of sst3R ([@bib21]) and sst4R ([@bib61]) due to their location on pyramidal cell dendrites. Activating the m1 muscarinic ACh receptor can inhibit the M-current ([@bib16; @bib28]); hence, during theta oscillations when cholinergic tone is increased, levels of I-M activation are likely to be dominated by ACh-mediated suppression, and the augmentation by SOM may differ between active and inactive pyramidal cells due to the voltage sensitivity of the current. During SWRs, when SOM release from bistratified cells increases and cholinergic tone is low, augmentation of I-M may dominate and contribute synergistically with presynaptic Y2 receptor activation to the termination of SWRs. Presynaptic inhibitory effects by peptides ([@bib8; @bib62]) and GABA~B~ receptors are unlikely to block glutamate release; instead, they reduce release probability, thereby preserving presynaptic potency over periods of high presynaptic firing rates.

Interneuronal Control during Sharp Wave/Ripple and Theta Oscillations {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

During SWRs generated in CA3 ([@bib10]), single pyramidal cells rarely fire more than one to two action potentials, which individually would only have a weak effect on O-LM cells ([@bib2]) but stronger effects on bistratified cells ([@bib3]). This is consistent with the strong activation of bistratified cells by simultaneous inputs from CA1 and CA3. The firing of bistratified cells ([@bib39]) coupled to SWRs rarely dropped below 80 Hz, providing entrainment of the innervated small pyramidal cell dendrites in cooperation with PV+ basket cells that innervate the soma and proximal dendrites ([@bib41; @bib73]). However, all O-LM cells were silent during at least some SWRs, and on average also decreased their firing, which indicates that some inhibitory input, activated during SWRs, contributes to their silencing. The O-LM cells are known to be innervated by vasoactive intestinal polypeptide-expressing, GABAergic interneuron-specific IS-III cells ([@bib1; @bib11]) and also receive septal GABAergic innervation ([@bib25]), which participate in their inhibition ([@bib11]). Unfortunately, the activity patterns of neither of these GABAergic inputs are known in vivo. In any case, the withdrawal of GABA and SOM released by O-LM cells from the most distal dendrites in CA1 may enable the return input from the entorhinal cortex and a reverberation between CA1 and the entorhinal cortex during closely timed repeated ripples ([@bib17]). In the mouse, O-LM cells fired at higher rates in vitro during SWR-like bursts in CA1 ([@bib56]) and CA3 ([@bib27]) or during awake immobility in vivo ([@bib73]). The difference between these reports and our results could be due to species differences, loss of some of the inhibitory circuits in vitro, and higher firing rates during SWRs in awake compared to sleep states. The O-LM cells reported here fired significantly more during awake-SWRs than during SWRs in sleep.

During theta oscillations, the pyramidal cell input to O-LM and bistratified cells may account for the firing of both cell types maximally around the theta trough, when pyramidal cells fire at highest probability in CA1. This was also predicted from tetrode recordings of pyramidal layer interneurons ([@bib15]). However, the two cell types differ in that bistratified, but not O-LM, cells ([@bib37]) receive input from CA3. Moreover, septal cholinergic input selectively activates O-LM cells via nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in arousal ([@bib42; @bib46]). Both cell types are also likely to receive septal GABAergic innervation ([@bib25]), which may include a population of PV-expressing medial septal neurons that discharge at the peak of theta in anesthetized rats ([@bib6]) and temporally lead hippocampal theta ([@bib29]). The sharp tuning and deep modulation by the theta rhythm of both cell types point to their collaborative role in the theta phase-dependent encoding and retrieval of spatial memories. An influential model of pyramidal cell synchronization ([@bib31]) posits that encoding of new sensory information is driven around the peak of the theta cycle, corresponding to the entorhinal cortical input, and retrieval of stored contextual associations is strongest around the theta trough, which corresponds to the CA3 input. When an animal enters a place field, the place cell begins to fire around the theta peak, when both O-LM and bistratified cells are minimally active. This may enable encoding in place cell dendrites via long-term potentiation (LTP) at both CA3 and entorhinal synapses. Indeed, LTP is most easily evoked on the peak of theta oscillations ([@bib32]). Coincident with a waning entorhinal input and an increasing CA3 input on the descending theta phase toward the trough, bistratified cell firing increases, enabling retrieval of stored associations undergoing modification from CA3 in place cell dendrites in strata radiatum and oriens of CA1. At the same phase, the increased O-LM cell activity probably plays a role in the removal of spurious entorhinal cortical input interfering with the recalled CA3 spatial context pattern ([@bib31]). Other GABAergic cell types that target the soma ([@bib40; @bib41; @bib73]) and axon initial segment ([@bib74]) rather than dendrites provide different contributions to the temporal ordering and synchronization of pyramidal cell firing. The sharp theta phase tuning of SOM-expressing neurons indicates that there was little phase precession under our conditions. Unidentified interneurons show phase precession ([@bib49]), and some of them were suggested to be bistratified cells ([@bib20]). The apparent lack of phase precession in our sample of interneurons may be due to the animals' slow movement ([@bib20]).

Hypothesis for Differential Interneuron Action on Active and Silent Pyramidal Cells during Theta Oscillations {#sec3.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pyramidal cells in CA1 can fire complex spikes, bursts of action potentials of decreasing amplitude riding on a slower dendritic calcium spike, often followed by a plateau potential ([@bib22; @bib34; @bib57; @bib69; @bib75]). Inhibition of SOM-expressing GABAergic neurons that innervate dendrites of neocortical pyramidal cells is necessary for such burst firing and calcium spikes evoked by sensory stimuli ([@bib24]). Further, in the hippocampus, inhibition of SOM-expressing interneurons in vivo promotes burst firing ([@bib60]) and their activation in vitro greatly reduces the generation of calcium plateau potentials in pyramidal cells ([@bib45]). This suggests that dendrite-targeting O-LM and bistratified cells may reduce calcium spike generation of pyramidal cells in CA1. Extracellular recordings showed that the highest probability of burst firing in many, but not all, place cells occurs during entry at the periphery of the place field ([@bib30]), probably coinciding with the peak of the theta cycle. In contrast, whole-cell recordings in vivo suggested that the highest probability of calcium and plateau potentials is in the middle or throughout the place field, coinciding with the highest firing rate ([@bib22]). The extracellular theta LFP was not recorded in the above studies. The highest number of action potentials per theta cycle occurs at the trough in CA1 pyramidal cells ([@bib53]), usually corresponding to the middle of the place field. To reconcile the coincidence of the highest firing probability of active pyramidal cells, O-LM, and bistratified interneurons at the theta trough, we hypothesize a reduced effectiveness of the interneurons in inhibiting the calcium spike generation of active place cells, while inhibiting most silent pyramidal cells.

The increasing firing rate of active place cells was proposed to be partly due to the suppression of GABAergic input specifically to active cells, via increased postsynaptic calcium-dependent CB1 receptor-mediated retrograde signaling ([@bib23]). Interneurons expressing CB1 receptors fire on the ascending phase of theta cycles under anesthesia ([@bib40]), which corresponds to the onset of place cell firing. Since SOM-expressing interneurons do not express CB1 receptors, GABA release may be suppressed at their terminals through other calcium-dependent retrograde signaling mechanisms, such as postsynaptic release of nitric oxide (NO) ([@bib35; @bib50]), directly from the active place cells. Indeed, the calcium/calmodulin-dependent enzyme nNOS ([@bib67]) and calcium-permeable NMDARs ([@bib68]) are in the postsynaptic active zone of GABAergic synapses on pyramidal cells. Furthermore, NO-sensitive guanylyl cyclase (NOsGC) is present in GABAergic terminals ([@bib67]), with the majority of PV-expressing and one-third of SOM-expressing interneurons expressing NOsGC subunits. Therefore, O-LM and bistratified cells may have the required molecular machinery for sensitivity to retrograde NO signaling. Activation of nNOS in pyramidal cell dendrites requires increases in local calcium concentrations via NMDARs and voltage-gated calcium channels in small-diameter dendrites innervated by the O-LM and bistratified cells. Therefore, active place cells may produce NO and selectively suppress GABA and SOM release presynaptically from connected O-LM and bistratified cells while simultaneously allowing the same interneurons to inhibit electrogenic processes in inactive pyramidal cells not participating in the current cell assembly. This selective reduction of inhibition to active cells may serve to increase the contrast between place cells and silent cells, facilitating dendritic calcium entry and synaptic plasticity in the active place cells. This scenario is consistent with the conversion of silent cells into place cells upon depolarization through an electrode ([@bib43]).

Outlook {#sec3.4}
-------

Our results obtained on the in vivo firing patterns of identified bistratified and O-LM cells, taken together with results on PV+ basket ([@bib41; @bib73]) and axoaxonic cells ([@bib74]) demonstrate that, on average, during each cycle of the theta oscillations, inhibition is redistributed from the axon initial segment through the soma to the progressively more distal dendrites of pyramidal cells, thus governing the repeated cycles of mnemonic processing such as memory encoding and retrieval in the hippocampal "chronocircuit" ([@bib14; @bib19; @bib31]). We hypothesize that the effect of these interneurons will be different on repeatedly firing versus silent pyramidal cells. Similarly, during SWRs, inhibition is redistributed by increased GABA release to the soma and CA3-innervated parts of the dendritic tree, while it is withdrawn from the axon initial segment ([@bib74]) and the entorhinal input zone of the dendrites, as shown here.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

Experimental Subjects and Surgical Preparations {#sec4.1}
-----------------------------------------------

All procedures on animals were approved by the UK Home Office and by the Animal Care and Use Committees of the University of Oxford and of the Medical University, Vienna. Data reported are from nine male Sprague-Dawley rats (375--565 g; 2.8--5.3 months) recorded between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. (see [Supplemental Information](#app2){ref-type="sec"}). Implantations of the head-mounted recording setup, craniotomies, and duratomies were performed using analgesic and antibiotic treatments as reported in [@bib41] (see [Supplemental Information](#app2){ref-type="sec"}).

In Vivo Recordings and Juxtacellular Neurobiotin Labeling in Freely Moving Rats {#sec4.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Procedures were carried out as reported in [@bib41]. Rats were anesthetized briefly by isoflurane and connected to the recording setup. One hour after recovery, recordings commenced using a glass electrode ([Figure S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}B) filled with neurobiotin (1.5% or 3%, w/v, in 0.5 M NaCl). After recording and juxtacellularly labeling a cell, the rat was deeply anesthetized and perfusion fixed 1--3 hr later (see [Supplemental Information](#app2){ref-type="sec"}).

Behavioral State Detection and Electrophysiological Data Analyses {#sec4.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Following the criteria defined in [@bib41] ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), recording sessions have been segmented according to movement, sleep, and quiet wakefulness. We have detected and analyzed theta oscillatory epochs (5--12 Hz), SWRs (130--230 Hz), and LOSC using Spike2 and MATLAB (Wavelet Toolbox, v7.9-R2009b, MathWorks).

For a given cell type, we quantified the mean depth of theta modulation and the preferential mean theta phase of firing (circular mean ± circular SD) from individual cells using circular statistics and compared the preferred theta phase angles of different types of interneurons (see [Supplemental Information](#app2){ref-type="sec"}).

Firing Rate Changes of Individual Interneurons during SWRs {#sec4.4}
----------------------------------------------------------

We have developed an analysis in order to reveal the variability (e.g., cells being silent on some SWRs but firing with rates above average on others) in firing of single neurons during individual SWRs. Previous methods mostly used time-normalized averaging of firing during SWRs, or simply averaging aligned on SWR-peaks. Our approach captures quantitatively over the entire range of firing frequencies any differences in SWR-related spike rates compared to those expected from outside-SWR periods.

### Method 1 {#sec4.4.1}

Firing rates were calculated for the *n*-detected SWRs and their distribution displayed as a cumulative distribution function (CDF) ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F, 5G, [S4](#app2){ref-type="sec"}A, and S4B). For some cells, these appeared to be Poisson-like. Next, a population of 1,000 × *n* surrogate time windows (surrogate "SWRs") was created as follows. (1) Periods of movement and of detected SWRs were excluded from the total recording time. The resulting sleep or rest states were considered as periods for SWRs to occur. (2) Random numbers were generated to mark time points within these periods when surrogate "SWRs" could occur. (3) Intervals of detected single SWR-lengths were placed, one by one, at the marked time points over the recorded spike train. Once a period was taken by a surrogate "SWR," it was not available for the subsequent ones. (4) After creating a surrogate for each detected SWR, individual firing rates were calculated and their distribution displayed as a CDF. These four steps were repeated 1,000 times, resulting in 1,000 CDFs (gray) representing the spiking of a given neuron outside detected SWRs. Next, the average of surrogate "SWRs" was computed as the median value (solid black line) at each frequency bin. The 95% confidence intervals (dashed black lines) were also plotted. Finally, for each neuron, the detected and derived firing rate distributions were compared using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. A probability of ≤0.05 indicates a significantly different firing rate distribution during detected SWRs from that calculated during outside SWR periods. A shift to the left or right of the measured firing rate distribution relative to the mean of the surrogate sets indicated a decreased or increased firing probability.

### Method 2 {#sec4.4.2}

The mean firing rate of a given neuron during the detected *n* SWRs was calculated by summing all spikes during the *n* SWRs and dividing this by the sum of durations of the *n* SWRs. A set of 1,000 × *n* surrogate "SWRs" was generated as above and the mean firing rate of each surrogate set was calculated, representing the spiking of a given neuron outside detected SWRs. In each sweep, spikes during *n* surrogate "SWRs" were counted and divided by the sum of time lengths of *n* SWRs. The CDF of the 1,000 surrogate mean firing rates was compared with the real mean firing rate during detected SWRs (insets in [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F, 5G, [S4](#app2){ref-type="sec"}A, and S4B). The crossing between the two lines shows the probability of the measured mean firing rate falling within or outside the population of surrogate rates obtained outside detected SWRs. If the probability was ≤0.05, then the mean firing rate of a given neuron during SWRs was considered significantly different from the firing rate during periods outside SWRs.

Statistical Comparison of Firing Rates and Spike Counts {#sec4.5}
-------------------------------------------------------

Repeated-measures ANOVA analyses were performed in order to account for possible correlations between measurements from the same cell during different behavioral and network oscillatory states. In order to fit the model consistently, the total number of cells was included in all cases, even when for a given cell either the behavioral states or the network oscillatory states were incomplete (LK20p, sleep data missing; TV21f LOSC data missing). We fitted a linear mixed effects model with restricted maximum likelihood estimation using the PROC MIXED procedure in SAS (v9.3)$$Y_{ijk} = \mu + \alpha_{i} + \beta_{j} + \left( {\alpha\beta} \right)_{ij} + \varepsilon_{ijk},$$where *Y*~*ijk*~ is the observed firing rate or SWR-related spike count of cell *k* of cell type *i* during within-factor behavioral/network oscillatory state, *j*; *μ* is the overall mean firing rate or overall mean spike count, *α*~*i*~ is the effect of cell type, *i*; *β*~*j*~ is the effect of within-factor behavioral/network oscillatory state, *j*; (*αβ*)~*ij*~ is the interaction effect between cell-type and within-factor behavioral/network oscillatory state, and ε~*ijk*~ is random noise; all units are in Hz or counts. For simplicity, we defined the mixed model with compound symmetry as the correlation structure. This assumes similar variability between different cell types and equal correlation between different behavioral/network oscillatory states. For post hoc pairwise comparisons within the same model, differences of least-squares means of cell types were calculated for each level of within-factors, the behavioral/network oscillatory states, and vice versa, and the statistical significances were assessed. No adjustments were performed for multiple comparisons due to the low number of cells. For all statistical methods used in this paper, p values and confidence intervals were calculated according to α = 0.05. Note that SWR-related spike counts (countX) were normalized using the following calculation: log~10~(1 + countX). When performed using median number of action potentials per SWR, the model did not result in significantly different conclusions from those given by mean spike counts, which we report.

We confirmed the predictions of the model using one-way ANOVA and Kruskal Wallis tests ([Table S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}).

Anatomical Analyses {#sec4.6}
-------------------

One to three hours after cell labeling, cardiac perfusion with saline was followed by ∼20 min fixation (4% paraformaldehyde w/v, 15% saturated picric acid v/v, and 0.05% glutaraldehyde w/v in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH ∼7.2). All procedures, including transmitted light and fluorescence microscopic analyses were performed as reported in [@bib41]. Immunoreactivity in the recorded cells was assessed visually and compared to neighboring cells not labeled by neurobiotin. A positive signal in the recorded cell was accepted if the subcellular location (e.g., plasma membrane), pattern, and strength of the signal were similar to that in nonrecorded cells. None of the molecules that were located in the recorded cells are known to be expressed by pyramidal neurons, which provided a within-section negative control. Pyramidal cells express mGluR7a in a uniquely high level in their terminals innervating O-LM cells, a signal that is unmistakable. Two bistratified cells (LK20p, LK27d) and one O-LM cell (LK06ah) were selected for reconstruction (see [Supplemental Information](#app2){ref-type="sec"}).

Supplemental Information {#app2}
========================
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![Behavior-Related Activity of Bistratified Cells\
(A) Reconstruction of the soma, complete dendritic tree (red, n = 11 sections) and representative part of the axon (black, 3 of 24 70-μm-thick sections; axonal origin, arrow). Note the selective axonal arborization in strata oriens and radiatum, avoiding strata pyramidale and lacunosum moleculare. See also [Figures S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"} and [S2](#app2){ref-type="sec"}.\
(B) The soma (arrow) was immunopositive for NPY and SOM; a neighboring neuron (asterisk) was immunopositive only for NPY. Confocal single optical sections are shown (0.7 μm).\
(C) The dendrite (arrowhead) and axon (arrow) were immunopositive for PV (maximum intensity projection, z stack, height 5.2 μm).\
(D) The dendritic membrane of another tested bistratified cell (LK27d; [Figure S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}C) contained high levels of ErbB4 receptor (maximum intensity projection, z stack, height 15.0 μm). Scale bars, 100 μm in (A) and 10 μm (B)--(D).\
(E) The bistratified cell increased its firing rate and changed to a more regular rhythmic pattern at a transition from quiet wakefulness to movement.\
(F) Action potentials of another identified bistratified cell (TV21f) during slow-wave sleep. Note the SWR-related (asterisks) strong increases in the firing rate.](gr1){#fig1}

![Activity of O-LM Cells Related to Behavior\
(A) Reconstruction of the soma, complete dendritic tree (blue, n = 11 sections), and representative axon collaterals (black, 3 of 15 70-μm-thick sections; the main axon originated from a dendrite, arrow). Note the axonal plexus in stratum lacunosum moleculare and the lack of innervation of other layers. See also [Figure S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"}.\
(B) The soma was immunopositive for SOM (depth-cued projection z stack, height 28.7 μm).\
(C) The dendrite (arrows) contained low levels of PV immunoreactivity (projection of two nonconsecutive optical sections, 0.7 μm each).\
(D) The dendritic membrane was enriched in mGluR1a (maximum intensity projection, z stack, height 2.0 μm).\
(E) Fog-2 was detected in the soma of another identified O-LM cell (single optical section, 0.7 μm).\
(F) The dendrites of another recorded O-LM cell (ZsB43d) were immunopositive for Elfn1 (single optical section, 0.7 μm). Scale bars, 100 μm in (A) and 10 μm in (B)--(F).\
(G and H) The rhythmic firing of the O-LM cell during movement (G) became irregular during slow-wave sleep (H). The cell did not appear to change its activity during SWRs (asterisks).](gr2){#fig2}

![Firing Patterns of Bistratified, O-LM, and PV+ Basket Cells during Different Behavioral States\
(A) Left: differences in firing rates between cell types changed with behavioral states (p = 0.0343 for the interaction; repeated-measures ANOVA). Right: box plot of cell-type- and behavioral state-dependent firing rates (horizontal line, median); M, movement; S, sleep.\
(B) Interspike interval distributions (mean ± SEM) of bistratified (red) and O-LM (blue) cells during movement (top) and sleep (bottom) (see also [Figure S3](#app2){ref-type="sec"} and [Table S3](#app2){ref-type="sec"}). Top: during movement, the largest proportion of interspike intervals of bistratified (42.2%) and O-LM (50.4%) cells were between 10 to 33 ms, corresponding to gamma frequency firing (30--100 Hz). Bistratified cells, but not O-LM cells, fired frequently (29.2%) with \<10 ms intervals (\>100 Hz, arrowheads). Bottom: during sleep, bistratified cells fired most frequently within fast frequency ranges (30--100 Hz and 100--250 Hz), discharging action potentials at intervals as short as 4 to 33 ms. In contrast, O-LM cells fired proportionally mostly at lower instantaneous frequencies with 10 to 200 ms intervals (arrowheads). Note that logarithmic timescales were limited to 200 ms.](gr3){#fig3}

![Bistratified, O-LM, and PV+ Basket Cell Activity during Network Oscillations\
(A) Left: different mean firing rates during different network oscillatory states (p \< 0.0001 for the interaction; repeated-measures ANOVA). Right: box plot of cell-type-specific and oscillatory state-dependent firing rates; T, theta oscillations; S, SWRs; L, LOSC.\
(B) Preferred firing phases of bistratified, O-LM (top), and PV+ basket (bottom) cells during theta oscillations. Top: bistratified (red circles, individual cells; dark colored line, mean frequency; red area, SEM) and O-LM (blue circles and area) cells increased their firing probability around the trough of the theta cycle. The mean phase difference (20°) between the cell types (arrows) was not significant (p = 0.1508, permutation test). The two cell types were strongly phase modulated (r = 0.33, both). Bottom: in contrast, PV+ basket cells (white circles and area) fired at significantly earlier phases of the theta cycle (p = 0.005, permutation test) and showed weaker phase coupling (r = 0.15).\
(C) Interspike interval distributions (mean ± SEM) of bistratified (red) and O-LM (blue) cells during theta oscillations (top), SWRs (middle), and LOSC (bottom) (see also [Table S3](#app2){ref-type="sec"}). Top: during theta oscillations, bistratified cells fired spikes mostly (70.6%) at intervals between 4 to 33 ms corresponding to fast instantaneous firing frequencies (30--250 Hz, arrowheads); O-LM cells rarely fired within the 100--250 Hz range (4--10 ms, arrowheads, 3.3%). Middle: during SWRs, both cell types increased their instantaneous rates, although O-LM cells fired rarely. Bistratified cells fired mostly above 100 Hz (arrowheads, 67.0%), whereas a smaller proportion (33.8%) of O-LM cell interspike intervals were within 4 to 10 ms (100--250 Hz, arrowheads). Bottom: the distributions during LOSC were similar to those during theta oscillations. Note that logarithmic timescales were limited to 200 ms.](gr4){#fig4}

![Activity of Bistratified and O-LM Cells during SWRs\
(A) Bistratified cells increased their firing rate strongly around and during SWRs (red asterisks). Top: LFP measured by an extracellular glass electrode in stratum pyramidale; middle: LFP band-pass filtered (130--230 Hz); bottom: action potentials of the recorded and labeled bistratified cell.\
(B) O-LM cells were silent during the majority (left), but not all (right), SWRs (blue asterisks, both periods during sleep).\
(C) Comparison of mean spike count per SWR of bistratified and O-LM cells recorded during sleep and wakefulness. The difference in spike counts between cell types depended on the behavioral state during which the SWRs occurred (p = 0.0396 for the interaction; repeated-measures ANOVA).\
(D and E) Raster plots and average firing probability densities (top) of bistratified (D) and O-LM (E) cells relative to SWRs (w, wakefulness; s, sleep). Bistratified, but not O-LM cells, fired with higher probability during SWRs (colored bars in histogram) compared to the ±0.5 s (gray) surrounding the peak of SWR events. Overall, the firing probability of O-LM cells did not change during SWRs (blue bars in histogram); they decreased or rarely increased their firing probability. Raster plots were aligned to the peak SWR-power. Colored lines delineate the beginnings and ends of SWRs.\
(F and G) Examples of SWR-related firing rates of bistratified (F) and O-LM (G) cells, during sleep and wakefulness. The distributions of measured firing rates per individual SWRs are displayed as cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). The distribution of bistratified cell firing rates (red) was significantly different from the median (black) of the surrogate sets (p \< 0.05; two-sample KS test), and the right shift demonstrates an increase over the full range of firing rates. Surrogate sets of 1,000 firing rate-distributions are shown (gray; median, solid black line; 95% confidence intervals, broken lines). Insets: comparison of mean SWR-related firing rate (colored lines) with the distribution of surrogate mean SWR-related rates (black lines). The bistratified cell (red) was always strongly activated by SWRs (p \< 0.05 for sleep; p \< 0.05 for wakefulness, relative to the surrogate CDF). The measured distribution of the O-LM cell was also significantly different from the median (black) of the surrogate set (p \< 0.05; two-sample KS test). The shift to the left or right of the measured CDF over part of the surrogate firing rate range indicates decreased or increased firing of the O-LM cell, respectively. Insets: during sleep, the mean firing rate of the O-LM cell (blue) was not different (p = 0.137, relative to the surrogate CDF) from the surrogate distribution (black). In contrast, during the awake condition, the measured mean firing rate of the O-LM cell was significantly increased during SWRs (p = 0.035, relative to the surrogate CDF). See also [Figure S4](#app2){ref-type="sec"}.](gr5){#fig5}

###### 

Molecular Expression Profiles of Interneurons

  Cell                     Immunohistochemical Test                                                                      
  ------------------------ -------------------------- ------- --------- --------- --------- ------ ------ ------ ------- -------
  **Bistratified Cells**                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                         
  K202j                    +, s                       +, s    +, s      nt        nt        nt     nt     nt     nt      nt
  LK20p                    +, s, d                    +, s    +, s, d   −, d      −, s, d   nt     −, d   +, d   nt      +, s
  LK27d                    nc, s                      +, s    +, s, d   nc, s     −, d      −, d   −, d   +, d   −, s    nc, s
  TV21f                    +, s                       +, s    +, s      nc, s     +, s      nt     nt     nt     −, s    nc, s
  TV30d                    nc, a                      nc, a   +, d      nt        nc, d     nt     nt     +, d   nt      nt
                                                                                                                         
  **O-LM Cells**                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         
  LK01ab                   +, s, d                    −, s    +, d      nc, s     +, s, d   +, d   nt     nt     nc, s   nt
  LK06ah                   +, s, d                    −, s    +, d      −, s, d   +, d      +, d   nt     nt     +, s    nt
  LK13k                    +, s                       −, s    +, d      −, s, d   +, s, d   +, d   +, d   nt     +, s    nt
  ZsB43d                   +, s                       −, s    −, s, d   −, s      +, d      +, d   +, d   nt     +, s    nt

+, immunopositive; −, no immunoreactivity detected in the cell, while other immunopositive cells were documented nearby; nc, not conclusive; nt, not tested; s, tested on soma; d, tested on dendrite; a, tested on axon.

###### 

Firing Rates and Patterns of Interneurons

  Cell                     Mean Firing Rate   Mean Theta Phase of Firing   Mean Theta Vector Length of Firing[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Mean Number of Spikes per SWR   SWR-Activity Index[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                       
  ------------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- --------- ---------------- ------ ----- ----- ----- -----
  **Bistratified Cells**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  K202j                    20.9 Hz            25.4 Hz                      20.9 Hz                                                               22.7 Hz                         125.1 Hz                                              15.4 Hz   22.1° ± 71.4°    0.22   8.0   7.0   6.1   5.8
  LK20p                    42.6 Hz            NA                           23.6 Hz                                                               40.7 Hz                         95.7 Hz                                               15.1 Hz   6.2° ± 59.9°     0.45   NA    4.0   NA    3.4
  LK27d                    37.9 Hz            19.5 Hz                      32.2 Hz                                                               34.9 Hz                         65.2 Hz                                               17.0 Hz   350.9° ± 66.3°   0.33   3.0   3.0   2.3   3
  TV21f                    58.6 Hz            39.5 Hz                      56.7 Hz                                                               60.7 Hz                         132.2 Hz                                              NA        21.3° ± 60.8°    0.44   8.5   6.0   2.1   2.3
  TV30d                    19.4 Hz            26.2 Hz                      18.7 Hz                                                               20.1 Hz                         115.8 Hz                                              14.7 Hz   330.6° ± 68.9°   0.28   8.0   NA    5.2   NA
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  **O-LM Cells**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  LK01ab                   17.5 Hz            11.0 Hz                      15.6 Hz                                                               17.0 Hz                         13.3 Hz                                               16.1 Hz   356.2° ± 68.2°   0.29   0.0   1.0   1     1.3
  LK06ah                   18.5 Hz            9.2 Hz                       15.3 Hz                                                               16.9 Hz                         16.8 Hz                                               15.9 Hz   333.1° ± 67.4°   0.31   1.0   1.5   1.6   1.6
  LK13k                    25.6 Hz            13.9 Hz                      22.3 Hz                                                               23.9 Hz                         15.5 Hz                                               13.4 Hz   346.1° ± 59.4°   0.46   0.0   1.0   0.4   1.5
  ZsB43d                   21.9 Hz            13.4 Hz                      16.0 Hz                                                               18.0 Hz                         3.1 Hz                                                15.7 Hz   331.3° ± 69.6°   0.26   0.0   0.0   0.1   0.3

Theta modulation of firing \[0,1\], maximally correlated = 1; see [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#app2){ref-type="sec"}.

Ratio of the mean firing rate during detected SWRs to the mean firing rate during the surrogate "SWR" population.

###### 

Statistical Analyses

  --------------
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[^1]: Present address: Brain Mind Institute, School of Life Sciences, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, SV 2805, Station 19, Lausanne, CH-1015, Switzerland
